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Welcome and Introduction 
 

Dr. Bill Law, President, St. Petersburg College: Good morning. I am Bill Law, the 
President of St. Petersburg College and I am your host today. You have come here to 
establish a common purpose and a common vision. Our Collaborative Labs model is a 
very high throughput process. You will get the sense that what you do matters. It is fully 
documented. Sometime tomorrow, you will have a record of everything you do today. St. 
Petersburg College has been here for 84 years. We started as St. Petersburg Junior 

College. There have been a lot of changes. One thing has not changed – the local control of Florida’s 
community colleges and state colleges. With us this morning are two of our outstanding trustees.  
Deveron Gibbons is a Vice President of AMSCOT Financial and Ken Burke is the County Clerk of the Circuit 
Court for Pinellas County. Bob Fine is the President of the Farragut Academy. He was also here, but he 
got called away. 
 
We know that all of you are here with the vision that the Governor has and he has it just right. There is 
no reason why people wouldn’t want to live the American dream in our state. We can make this a 
destination place, not just for vacation, but to enjoy a lifestyle.  If I can make your stay more comfortable, 
please let me know. 
 
Gray Swoope, Secretary of Commerce and President and CEO, Enterprise 
Florida: Good morning. I’m glad that you are all here at St. Petersburg College and this 
great facility. It’s a new day for economic development in the State of Florida. Governor 
Scott and his team started to talk early this year about how to change the way we do 
business in Florida.  A new bill was signed into law in May creating the Florida 
Department of Economic Opportunity. The new DEO is headed by Doug Darling.  We’re 
doing things differently.  Enterprise Florida’s Vice Chair, Hal Melton is here, and he is looking at our core 
mission. The key is the pieces working together.  I arrived in the state in March, and as I’ve been meeting 
people, it has been my observation that for a long time in this state we’ve been a little dysfunctional. We 
hold on to our turf.  We have a lot of different interests, but we are all on one team. We need to put 
together a vision for the next five years. We want a strategic plan by April, then we will revise our 
business plan and move on from there. Participate, be open-minded, listen, push the envelope in thinking. 
This state has unbelievable economic assets. It’s a time for us to look at and maximize those assets to 
create economic wealth and jobs.  We have 110,000 new jobs this year. We’re on target for our goal.  
Both hats that I wear – President of Enterprise Florida or the Secretary of Commerce – it’s going to be 
great and I look forward to it. 
 
Doug Darling, Executive Director, FL DEO: he real reason we’re here is because of 
you.  The handout in your folder listing the statutory requirements for this plan says in 
#6: “Involve Enterprise Florida, Inc.; Workforce Florida, Inc.; local governments; the 
general public; local and regional economic development organizations; other local, state, 
and federal economic, international, and workforce development entities; the business 
community; and educational institutions to assist with the strategic plan.” It’s about the 
plan. Look around at the brain power and business acumen in this room today. This is a first.  How is it 
that we do not have a strategic plan? We’re going to fix that. We can no longer do business the way we 
have been. It’s not going to work. We’re better than that and that’s where we need your help.  We have 
regional planning councils, state leadership, the business community, economic development 
organizations, workforce boards, universities, and other here today. We can do it with the people here 
today. I’d like to introduce Dr. Dale Brill, the author of the Six Pillars. 
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Dr. Dale A. Brill, President, 
Florida Chamber Foundation: 
I am not the author of the Six 
Pillars, but an evangelist. These 
were created by the Florida 
Chamber Foundation. We’d like to 
give you some sense of where 

the Six Pillars came from and offer it as a 
framework for your work today.  
 
The media headlines began in 2007 when the 
great recession hit and we were in the throes of 
it.  The Wall Street Journal asked, “Is Florida 
Over?”  We, as a foundation, are happy to share 
with you through a reading of what the data are, 
that the Florida we have known is gone forever.  
The good news is we can be front and center in 
imagining what the new Florida looks like. Chris Hart has said that we aim and aim and nobody ever 
shoots. Today, we want to create the action plans to start shooting.   
 
We have three kinds of problems: My problems, your problems and OUR problems. Let’s focus on OUR 
problems.  We have an over-reliance on yesterday as a path to tomorrow. We have done this in our State.  
When Napoleon Broward ran for Governor in 1893 is the first time in Florida history I could locate 
someone calling for a strategic plan.  Another problem is that we have 67 counties with self-interest. How 
do we preserve the unique characteristics of each county and also have a state-wide strategic plan? 
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Lance DeHaven Smith said a few years 
ago that the business community will 
say “enough is enough” and get 
involved. Candidate Rick Scott decided 
that “enough was enough” and ran for 
Governor.  We have to align 
communities, government and 
business together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Florida’s Change Management System: Four 
points. We need a long-range vision.  We have to 
have a shared agenda and coordinate efforts 
because we don’t have the money to reach the 
vision individually. We must be obsessed with 
measurement. The Scott administration is focused 
on these. Let’s be more transparent with that and 
tie that to the vision. 
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The six pillars came from the idea that a strategic plan 
will drive solutions. For this plan to be successful, it must 
reflect a common vision and framework; integrate 
processes and measures; and build consensus around 
objectives and strategies. 

  

 
 
Common vision: Prosperity & high-paying jobs for 
all Floridians.  Vibrant and sustainable communities. 
Global leadership This has to be our continued lead 
conversation.. We have location, location, location. 
We are in a prime position to take advantage of this 
in a global game. 
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When I was in the Governor’s office, we were often giving tours. I gave a driving tour of Florida to two 
gentlemen who were from New York and Chicago.  They complained about flying into Tallahassee.  We 
stopped at the rail projects, we went to Gainesville, and then got back on I-75. We argued about the 
pronunciation of Micanopy.  We placed a bet and got off the highway to Micanopy.  We ran into a building 
and asked a young lady “where are we?”  She said, “Café Risque.”  It’s how you frame the question that 
determines the answer you get.   
 
This is what strategic planning looks like. It is difficult to do it for an entire state. When you involve other 
locations, it looks like this…but if you start to find communities, and organize around those themes, it 
starts to look like this… 
 

    
 
We reviewed multiple strategic plans and research studies about Florida.  The commonalities we identified 
are the Six Pillars. I challenge you to find a strategic imperative that will not fit into one of these six 
categories.  If you can start from a shared platform, it can get you to the meat of the solutions. We offer 
this as a framework. 
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No pillar is more important than another, but it’s no surprise that we begin with Talent Supply & 
Education.  But we have to get all six of them right. 
 
The one pillar that may be vexing to you today is the fifth one: Civic & Governance Systems. These are 
tough issues when you are working on a 20-year plan. Do we really need 67 counties using different HR 
systems for their educational employees?   
 
The last piece that has to be integrated is the measurement - The Florida Scoreboard. 
 

 
 
This is on the web. The numbers mean that we are either good or even (over 100) or regressing (under 
100).  As you find solutions today and find the Six Pillars are useful, we would like to hear your feedback. 
 
Please welcome John Kaliski from Cambridge Systematics.   
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John Kaliski, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.: Thank you. Here’s the information I’ll be sharing with you 
this morning.  
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We lost over 11% of the jobs in the state during the recession. We added 110,000 new jobs this year; 
things are starting to improve. 

 
We experienced a deeper recession than competitor states. Florida was one of the leaders in job growth 
during most of the past decade. The recession was much deeper than the nation and other large states, 
and the recovery has been lagging as well.  
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It’s not just about jobs – it is about income and standard of living as well. Florida’s per capita income has 
historically been lower than average in the nation, but had caught up by 2006. After adjusting for 
inflation, per capita income dropped over 8% between 2007 and 2009 and has dropped below the 
national average. We have some ground to regain. 
 

 
Domestic migration has been reversing. We lost some ground in 2007 and 2008. The curve seems to be 
changing. We have had modest growth in the past two years.   
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We are at the end of the period when the U.S. has dominated the global economy. International trade 
opportunity will be significant to Florida’s growth.  
 

 
 
It’s not just that the world is flat. The world is spiky. There are some very pronounced spikes of activity.  
Florida is one of these spikes today—how can we become more important in the future?  
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The places that are part of the global trade flow are the centers of this activity.  So are the centers for of 
innovation, and the places that have a high quality of life and attract mobile workers.  Competition is no 
longer just among cities and states.  It is among regions - regions that cut across geographic and political 
areas.  There are 10 to 12 “megaregions” of growth identified in the U.S., and the Florida Peninsula is one 
of those.  What about the “Great Northwest” - the Panhandle? It can be part of this megaregion or the 
megaregion along the Gulf Coast, or a connector between the two. Florida has some unique positioning 
opportunities.  The Florida that is ahead will be better than in the past. 
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We’ll compete in a different way. This is a tremendous opportunity. It’s more than a question of job 
creation and economic recovery.  It’s a question of economic transformation – we must transform Florida’s 
economy.  Today is a five-year discussion within the context of the next 10, 20, 30, or 50 years – what’s 
the vision for the State? 
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Where do we stand? You can get much of these data online through the Florida Scorecard. 
 

 
 
Talent Supply and Education 
is the first pillar.  There is an 
incredible correlation between 
education level and 
employment and earnings.  
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Will we have the future workforce? More than four out of five new jobs over the next decade will require 
some form of postsecondary education and training.  Our current educational system is not producing 
degrees at this rate - -but no state is.  .   
 

 
 
STEM is where the one of the biggest gaps lie. We need to work on this gap. 
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Innovation & Economic Development is the next pillar. Changing the industry composition – from a three-
legged stool to a more diverse base.  
 

 
Can we expand our global role? How do we double exports in the next few years?  We are on track. It’s 
not just about moving more stuff through transportation gateways – it’s about manufacturing in Florida 
and shipping world-wide.  
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Florida has about 6% of the nation’s population and jobs. These are our current share of activity in the 
innovation area.  We’ve had recent successes in aerospace and life science, but there is a lot of room to 
grow here.  

 
 
Infrastructure & Growth Leadership: How do we meet the needs of future industries? We have 
tremendous resources that are in good shape. But there are some challenges – congestion. Not a lot of 
alternatives to the highways for moving goods.  Many of our rural areas have limited connectivity. There is 
uncertainty about air and water quality and future standards.  
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The greatest question is whether we can provide the infrastructure to accommodate another 5 to 7 million 
people over the next 20 years, and more beyond that.  If we continue to rely on highways to move people 
and goods, we’re going to see more congestion bottling up the system. We also are not sure about the 
ability to meet future water and energy needs. 
 

 
 
Where are we going? The red areas are urbanized areas and the green is conservation land.  If we 
continue on the current pattern of development – low density development in suburbs and along 
transportation corridors, by 2060, these are the projected areas of growth. 
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Where could we go? Here is a comparison of three regional visions.  Compact activity centers connected 
with multi-modal transportation corridors was a common theme. 

 
Business climate & competitiveness: Is this a state where people want to start, grow or relocate a 
business? Florida ranked 4th overall in 2010 for the net number of businesses coming into Florida.  We’re 
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gaining from the midwest and northeast, but losing to other southeast states, Texas, and even the 
California. 
 

 
 
 
We’re ranked 41st in the cost to do business. Health care, insurance, property taxes, wages, and energy 
costs – we have shifted from a low cost to a higher cost state, and in many ways our cost structure has 
gone ahead of what our industry mix can support.  
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We also feel the 
pressure of a 
regulatory system that 
was not designed for 
today’s economy, 
especially its regional 
structure.  The 
average business in 
central Florida is 
operating in at least 
four counties and has 
to operate in a mix of 
transaction fees, 
regulations, etc. 
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Civic & governance systems: This is one of the more challenging pillars. We have come out of the 
recession in better fiscal shape than some states like California, but we must deal with greater debt and 
constraints on government revenue and employment.  Will we have the ability to invest to support a 
growing economy – in areas like education and transportation? 
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As a state, we’re incredibly fragmented.  It’s not just having 411 cities and 67 counties.  It’s also having 
over 100 economic development organizations, more than 50 convention and visitors bureaus, 26 
metropolitan planning organizations, 24 regional workforce boards.  781 community development special 
districts – do we need all of these?  Our businesses function at a regional and global scale.  Can our public 
sector make decisions at the same scale?. 

 
Quality Of Life & Quality Places: Do people want to live in Florida? We’re gaining residents from the 
northeast, the Midwest and Nevada, but losing to other areas in the South including Texas. 
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Is Florida better or worse than 5 years ago?  Will we be better or worse off 5 years from now?  There is 
tremendous hope. There is resiliency in the state. 
 

 
Is Florida attractive? We have some quality of life challenges. 
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We’ve been collecting a lot of the strategic plans developed by state agencies, foundations, the business 
community, and other partners.  You have a list of those collected and reviewed so far in your folder. 
Please let us know if you are aware of others.  We are now starting to collect and review regional plans, 
like comprehensive economic development strategies and regional visions. 
 

 
Your folder includes a 
starter list of vision and 
goal statements. There are 
also starter lists of strategy 
statements in existing 
statewide plans.  We have 
taken the liberty of 
assigning these to the Six 
Pillars – in some cases 
relabeling to put things in a 
common language. We’ll 
use this to inform a whole 
bunch of questions for 
creating the plan.  We also 
have a comparison of the 
Governor’s plans to the Six 
Pillars.  
 
Overall the database is 
quite large.  It’s well over 
1,000 lines of 
recommendations.   
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We ran the database through a word cloud.  There is a lot of good thinking about transportation.  Also 
development – economic development, community development, workforce development.  Many 
references to talent, education, workforce.  Many references to the roles of the state and regions, and the 
importance of leadership. There are a lot of themes emerging.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have any questions, 
Barbara Foster and I will be here 
all day if you have questions to 
ask us. 
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Mark Morton, Lykes Brothers: As we’re going through the measurements we’re doing, 
to a great extent the plans we have today are a reflection of the traditional view of 
Florida, rather than a reaction to our changing world. We need to think global about 
measurements and best practices.  We learned that many CEO’s in Brazil have put 
beachheads in Miami. I would suggest that we keep in mind how the international 
community looks at Florida. 
 
Susan Pareigis, Florida Council of 100: I see in the news that the Euro is on the 
brink of failing. I’d like to ask about how this will impact Florida. Also what are the impacts of the 
proposals about gambling?  
 
Chris Thompson, CEO of VISIT FLORIDA: Tourism has been a big part of Florida’s past and we’re 

excited about being part of Florida’s future.  In general, tourism is looking good. It’s been 
a little slow for the past three years, but the volume is still good. The State of Florida is 
still one of the top destinations in the world.  Brazil has just surpassed the UK as the top 
international market for Florida. The tourism industry is Florida’s number one export. Most 
things related to economic development start with a visit. If we can show people what we 
have here, it sparks interest.  Nearly twenty-two percent of sales tax in Florida is paid by 
people who don’t live here.  Florida is a bargain for most of the markets we sell to.  I’d like 
to point out Glenn Hastings who is the Chair-Elect of our organization. 

 
We are a marketing organization. People ask me about gambling. We won’t be able to take a position 
because we have members on both sides of the issue. We don’t know how it will affect the Florida brand.   
 
John Kaliski: It’s my pleasure to turn it over to Andrea Henning with Collaborative Labs. 
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Andrea Henning, Executive Director, Collaborative Labs: Welcome to Florida 
Leaders, to this historic strategic planning engagement at the Collaborative Labs. Are 
you ready to get to work? Here are our objectives for today. Our first Objective is to 
leverage Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements…thus, we start by building on 
strengths.  We’ll ask you to infuse those strengths & best practices into your team 
discussions throughout the day.  For our second Objective and activity, we’ll be 
asking you to develop our 2017 Goals and Objectives – envisioning the Ideal Florida.  

Then we’ll prioritize our Strategies, and finally identify your next steps for alignment. 
 
Collaborative Labs utilizes a process called: Appreciative Inquiry, which is all about building on strengths. 
I’m going to introduce my partner, Milo Paich. He’ll ask several of you to share examples of Florida’s 
greatest economic achievements. 
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Activity 1:  “Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements”  

 
Welcome to the Collaborative Labs! Let’s get started right away. 
 
“Walk about” and consider examples of Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements.   
 
There are several Economic Achievement Walls on which your example might fit, in 5-to-8 words  
(i.e. building the Interstate, opening a new university, etc.) 
 
Each participant, please contribute at least one example to any one of the walls.  
 
We’ll kick off the engagement by leading a round of “laser reporting” where you can share one of your 
examples of Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements. 
 
All of your contributions to the Economic Achievement Walls will be captured for the real-time record. 
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Activity 1:  “Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements”  
 

 
 
 
 

Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements – Board #1 

 Holding on to its beautiful natural resources: springs, rivers, 
oceans, parks 

 Surviving the “great recession.” 

 Creating/funding the nation’s largest public land acquisition 
program 

 Keeping Florida fiscally sound 
 Securing $30.1M Federal Grant Broadband Infrastructure 

(NCRACEC) 

 82.3M visitors spending $62.7B in 2010. 
 Henry Flagler & Henry Plant’s railroads 
 Center of Waterborne Commerce – 1st int’l trade activity in 

US at Jacksonville 

 Talent supply & regionalism 
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Activity 1:  “Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements”  
 

 

 
 

 

Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements – Board #2 

 Philanthropy and Florida’s private colleges – Rollins, Eckerd, 
Flagler, Full Sail… 

 Florida’s High Tech Corridor Program 
 Institute for the Commercialization of Public Research 

(Accelerator program, etc.) 

 Six Pillars framework to secure Florida’s future 
 Commercialization of public research @ UF 
 Career academies 
 Florida’s film & entertainment tax incentive program 
 Flagler’s railroad 
 Airports/aviation - $144.7B in economic impact 
 General aviation airports 
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Activity 1:  “Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements”  
 
 

 
 

Florida’s Greatest Economic Achievements – Board #3 

 Using the unique climate of Florida (tropical/subtropical) to 
stimulate tourism/economic development 

 Gateway to space exploration and space exploitation 
 Post hurricane/post BP recoveries 
 Best roads as rated by Overdrive magazine. 
 Saving/restoring S. Florida beaches 
 Preserving its rich history: 

- 500 years discovered by Ponce de Leon 
- 450 years St. Augustine 
- Oldest city in US 
- First mass in what is now US 
- First Thanksgiving 

 Flagler’s railroad 
 Recent attraction of major R&D – SRI, Draper, Scripps, 

Burnham 
 Ponce de Leon’s  discovery of Gulf stream (trade routes) 
 Air conditioning 

 Central & South Florida flood control project 
 Comprehensive Everglades restoration plan 

 
Lisa Beever: We have beautiful natural resources that are not equaled anywhere 
else in the world. 
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David Odahowski: Philanthropy that has helped to build the economy and quality of life – 
much the result of foundations created by wildly successful businesses.  

 
Dale Ketcham: Florida’s greatest achievement is the gateway to space 
exploration and hopefully space exploitation. 
 
 
 
 

Jeff Hendry: The North Florida Broadband Authority developing a coordinated strategy 
for 14 counties. We’re very proud of that. 
 
 
 

Hal Melton: I noted some things that are important to Florida’s growth. The space industry 
– do we have it because we targeted it or because we went out to get it?  I’m not so sure 
how much we have done to go get it.  Air conditioning – was it just something that came 
along?  Tourism – did we get Disney World because we went out to Disney or because of our 
location? If we look at history, the first Thanksgiving was here in Florida. The first Catholic 
Mass was said in Florida.  We have the oldest permanent settlement – St. Augustine.  We 
don’t brag enough about Florida and the things we have here. We need to pull together to 

leverage what we have here.  The real opportunity for Florida’s success, if you look at other states, we 
have a lot of circles. We’re not growing education in a coordinated way. We need to decide what our 
priorities are and have this group work together.  Now we have a lot of organizations looking at jobs 
without coordinating the effort.  Building the tourism industry was Henry Flagler – getting people from 
other parts of the country to see Florida. 
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Andrea Henning: We have so many 
strengths to build on as we go into the 
strategic planning session today.  We have a 
unique collaborative process here at the Labs. 
We’ll be working in 13 teams. We’ll ask you to 
appoint a keyboarder because you’ll be 
driving the process yourselves. We’ll also ask 
you to appoint a spokesperson to share your 
team’s work.  Music is your cue to move. 
 
Anyone in green is a Collaborative Labs team 
member. Joyce will produce a Real-Time 
Record that will be available tomorrow.  It will 
contain all the work you do today. Jonathan is 
our artist extraordinaire who will be capturing 
metaphorically and in picture form the vision 
for Florida.  I’ve introduced Milo, our 
Executive Facilitator. Nate, Mike, Kathy, PJ – our lead technologist, Josee, Alan – our Business 
Development Officer, and David will also be supporting you today. 
 

Milo Paich: Dr. Law described this as a high throughput process. The activities will move 
quickly today. The work in the first activity will inform a lot of what you do today – 
visioning. 

Milo explained the instructions for Activity 2 and shared some definitions: 
 
Key Definitions: 

 Vision: An aspirational description of what we want to achieve in the future.  

 Goal: Broad, primary expectation(s) as a result of the plan. 

 Objective: An observable, realistic, and measurable outcome or result to be achieved within a 
timeframe (in this case, five years). 

 Strategy: A plan or method chosen to bring about a desired future, such as achievement of a goal. 

 Metric: A measure that records a directly observable value. 
 

   

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/description.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/achieve.html
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Andrea Henning: I want to share a magazine cover that we at the Collaborative Labs developed shortly 
after Governor Scott was elected – in Dec., 2010.  We used our own process to develop our 
vision…because without envisioning a clear future state – any path will get you there. We’re realizing this 
vision we created last December! We’ve worked with hundreds of organizations and have travelled across 
our great state and the nation to help these organizations articulate a clear vision for the future. This 
really works, and that’s what we’re going to do next – develop the 2017 Future for the State of Florida.  
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Activity 2:  “2017 Florida Headline Success Story –  
Recognized as the Nation’s Top Performing Economy” 

 

Instructions: 
 Find your assigned team (on the opposite side of this page). 

 Appoint a “keyboarder” who will capture the team’s ideas using our magazine software on the lap top 

computer.  
 

Imagine that it’s 2017, and Florida is recognized for having the “Nation’s Top Performing Economy” and for 
being the “World’s Best Place to do Business!” 

 

Your task as a team is to take 30-minutes to prepare a 2017 magazine cover with an 
overarching success headline describing Florida’s economy in 2017 (a Visionary 
Goal), as well as 3 “sub-headlines” that will highlight the accomplishment of Three Key 
5-Year Objectives (including metrics, if possible) using the electronic magazine cover as your 
presentation material.  
 
Teams can reference summary documents containing Inventory: Vision & Goal Statements 
in Existing Statewide Plans as well as Section 20.60, Florida Statutes, to fuel their 5-year 
visioning discussions.  
     
Everyone on the team should participate in the preparation of the magazine cover & headline news story.  Be sure to 

add a headline, sub-headlines, images and quotes to your cover story.  
 

When you hear the music, we will invite all teams back to the boardrooms for team reports. Select a spokesperson to 
present the magazine cover & headline news’ story to the full group. 

 
We will review the Top Visionary Goals and prioritize our Top 3 – 5 Goals for 2017 as a full group. 

 
Key Definitions: 

 Vision: An aspirational description of what we want to achieve in the future.  

 Goal: Broad, primary expectation(s) as a result of the plan. 

 Objective: An observable, realistic, and measurable outcome or result to be achieved within a timeframe (in 

this case, five years). 

 Strategy: A plan or method chosen to bring about a desired future, such as achievement of a goal. 

 Metric: A measure that records a directly observable value. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/description.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/achieve.html
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Activity 2:  “2017 Florida Headline Success Story – Recognized as the Nation’s Top 
Performing Economy” Report Outs: 

 
 

                   
Team 1:  
Keevin Williams: Our team’s magazine cover relates to venture capital. It’s a great goal for the State to 
aspire to. Build on key investments we’ve made in the last years. We recognize it’s a challenge for the State. 
Drive regional collaboration between EDO’s, universities, labs – build on this. Talent with advanced degrees in 
research and development – again to leverage some of the gains we’ve made.  Diversification and high-wage 
jobs growth continue to build based on strategic planning. Topping the nation in VCs. 
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Team 2:  
 

      
 

Mark Morton: Florida, the premier business climate of the Americas.  Florida lands the 5th Fortune 100 
Company. Florida’s talent supply chain leads the nation and is #1 in student performance.  Florida leads the 
nation in R&D investment in private and public universities and colleges and patent scorecard. 
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Team 3:  
 

        
 

Hal Melton: Wall Street Journal retracts its story and Florida is now #1 in the nation. We wanted to see 
Florida as a global success. Collaboration is a big word for us. Collaboration of our universities and colleges. 
Florida should be an innovation center for the world in cutting edge businesses. Looking at our ports – Florida 
becomes a hub for the Americas. 
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Team 4: 
 

             
 

Rick McAllister: There is a lot of consistency. We played off of our 500 year anniversary. We’re once again 
the center of commerce and innovation.  We talked about how we get and keep businesses. Public-private 
partnerships lead to doubling of Florida import-export dollar value.  Florida creates the national model for 
commercializing university research. 
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Team 5:  
 

      
 
 

Bruce Ballister: Florida’s economy is on top. We’re not an also-ran. We became a national leader in 
international and global imports and exports.  Florida establishes a blueprint for a zero-energy city.  The high 
school graduation rate soars to 95%, with 90% earning industry recognized credentials. We recognize that 
graduation is important. They need to find out what their actual valid career paths are. 
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Team 6:  
 

          
 
 
Jerry Cartwright: A Paradise for Prosperity. We actually worked the sub-headlines first. We started with STEM 
graduates, job creation in emerging industries, and Florida manufacturing drives increased trade. 
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Team 7:  
 

              
 
Natalie Schneider: Sunshine State Revival. We want to be a global leader. The three legs are our three 
objectives: lead the world in job growth and business startups. We need a world-class education center. We 
have the most sophisticated and efficient transportation network.  Also, what will entice young people to come 
to Florida? Unparalleled opportunities to “live, work, and play.” This encompasses everything else. 
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Team 8:  

                  
 
Brad Purcell: Florida transforms its economy.  International business flocks to Florida. Florida education and 
workforce system rated #1. Quality of life has improved as crime rates plummet and the environment thrives. 
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Team 9:  
 

       
 
Mike Preston: Florida ranks 10th as a nation-state in global economy.  We feel it’s important to bridge the 
STEM gap.  Success in legacy industries while growing emerging markets. Add the fourth leg to the stool.  
Florida – America’s secret weapon against China. 
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Team 10:  
 

       
 
Shelley Lauten: We focused on three areas: Aerospace industry has privatized and has taken us beyond 
where we need to be. Travel and Trade magazine ranks Florida #1 in import and exports. Florida leads the 
nation in STEM graduates and private sector hiring. 
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Team 11:  
 

     
 
Chris Hart: Florida pins the meter for business growth. Florida has a talented workforce. We are the market 
share leader in targeted industries with an emphasis on Made in Florida.  Florida would be the community of 
first choice with schools, leisure activities, arts and sports, outdoor living and efficient transportation. 
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Team 12:  
 

      
 

Chris Thompson: We knew it was all about money. Florida is back. Lisa Vickers offered up that we were voted 
the number one place to visit, live, work and play. Florida leads the return to jobs through legacy industries and 
diversification. Florida provides world class gateways for international trade and investments. Florida graduates 
in high demand for leadership positions worldwide. 
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Team 13:   
 

       
 

Melissa Medley: In 2017, the Sunshine State replaces Silicon Valley as the world class intellectual hub.  
Florida leads the nation in high-quality job creation.  Florida leads the nation in STEM graduates. Florida 
companies tout Florida as the best business climate in the nation. 
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Milo Paich: What we’ll be doing shortly is we’ll be taking this material and using it to launch us to our next 
activities.  There are some common themes.  The whole economic playing field has changed to emerging 

mega-regions. One team looked at Florida as an emerging nation-state. The rankings 
were converging on “1.”  We’re the center of the circle; we’re at the top, a premier 
choice.  Dale noted that when he was talking about the Six Pillars structure, it evolved 
from a number of ideas that converged on points of common ground. Many individual 
topics and objectives, but some of the ideas converging on words like diversification, 
innovation, collaboration, dollars and deals, transportation. 
 
We are taking these headlines and putting them on voting slides, one for teams 1-7 and 

another for teams 8-13. We’ll do some electronic polling to bubble up some top goals.  Some of the items on 
both slides were combined and a third slide was created for polling. The group voted on three items in order of 
priority. 

 
 
The group took a 30-minute lunch break. 
 
Andrea Henning: Our next activity centers on prioritizing our objectives. Before lunch, the magazine covers 
contained our 2017 goals which we prioritized and when you get to your teams, you’ll see those goals.  The 
sub-headlines in your magazines had the objectives.  Again, you’ll be working in teams on this activity.  
 
Andrea explained the instructions for Activity 3. 
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Activity 3:  “Reviewing & Prioritizing 2017 Objectives to Support the  
2017 Visionary Goals” 

   

  

Instructions: 

 Find your assigned team (see the opposite side of this page). 

 Appoint a “keyboarder” who will utilize our collaborative groupware on the lap top computer.  

 Your task as a team is to review the consolidated list of 2017 Objectives that were identified as sub-

headlines in the magazine covers to support the 2017 Visionary Goals.  

 Be sure to reference the Top 3 – 5 Goals for 2017 as you begin to review and prioritize objectives.  

  
After you’ve had a chance to review the Objectives, we will prompt your team to reach consensus on the #1 
Objective for 2017 and “drag and drop” it into the “Best” Bucket. Note: Teams 1 – 7 will be reviewing and 

prioritizing the first 20 Objectives; Teams 8 – 13 will be reviewing and prioritizing the last 19 Objectives identified in 
the Magazine Covers.  

 
We will then reconvene as a full group and review the Top Objectives for 2017 - that were elevated. Each participant 

will use an anonymous polling device to contribute to the prioritization of the full group’s Top 3 – 5 Objectives for 
2017.  

 
Key Definitions: 

 Vision: An aspirational description of what we want to achieve in the future.  

 Goal: Broad, primary expectation(s) as a result of the plan. 

 Objective: An observable, realistic, and measurable outcome or result to be achieved within a timeframe (in 

this case, five years). 

 Strategy: A plan or method chosen to bring about a desired future, such as achievement of a goal. 

 Metric: A measure that records a directly observable value. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/description.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/achieve.html
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Activity 3:  “Reviewing & Prioritizing 2017 Objectives to Support the  
2017 Visionary Goals” Report Outs: 
 
Andrea Henning: We have the slides that contain the top objectives from Teams 1 – 7 and  
Teams 8 – 13. 
 
Andrea reviewed the items the teams moved into their “best” objectives. The group combined similar 
items.   
 

       
 

     
 
Teams  1 - 7: 2017 Objectives 

1. Florida tops in growth of talent with advanced degrees and in research and development 
driving early stage deal flow. 

2. Florida Lands 5th Fortune 100 Company 
3. Florida Leads the Nation in R&D Investment in Private & Public Universities and Colleges, 

Patent Scorecard 
4. Public-Private Partnerships Lead to Doubling of Florida Import-Export Dollar Value 
5. Florida Manufacturing Drives Increased Trade (domestic & international) 
6. Quality communities offer unparalleled opportunities to "live, work, and play" 
7. State plans adopted in 2017 drive regional collaboration between EDO's, Universities, Labs and 

industry with resources. 
8. Diversification and high wage jobs growth continue to build based on strategic planning. 
9. Florida Leads Nation With STEM Graduates 
10. Florida Retains Record Number of STEM Graduates in New and Existing Businesses 
11. National leader in international/global imports/exports (trade). 
12. Innovation on the horizon: Florida establishes a blueprint for a zero energy city. 
13. Leads the world in business start-ups and job growth 
14. Recognized as the most efficient transportation and logistics network in the world 

 
Teams 1 - 7: Best 2017 Objectives 

1. Florida Creates National Model for Commercializing University Research 
2. Florida Leads Nation With Job Creation In Emerging Industries 
3. Florida's Talent Supply Chain Leads the Nation No. 1 in Student Performance 
4. Collaboration and innovation make Florida number one state for business 
5. High School graduation rate soars to 95%, with 90% earning industry recognized credential. 
6. Florida latest global hub for international and domestic trade and investment 
7. Florida leads nation in high value job creation utilizing Florida's talent supply chain 
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Teams 8 - 13: 2017 Objectives 

1. Int'l Bus. Flock to Florida: Diversification Key to Success 
2. Florida Education and Workforce System Rated #1 
3. Success in legacy industries while growing emerging markets 
4. Florida - America's Secret  Economic Weapon Against China 
5. Aero Space Industry heading toward privatization equals massive job infusion 
6. Travel and Trade Magazine ranks Florida #1 in import and export 
7. Florida has the most talented work force - Right skills, right time, right industry 
8. Market share leader in targeted industries - Made in Florida 
9. Florida provides world class gateways for international trade and investment 
10. Florida graduates in high demand for leadership positions worldwide 
11. FL leads nation in STEM graduates 
12. Communities of first choice - Schools, leisure activities, arts and sports, outdoor living, efficient 

transportation 
 
Teams 8 - 13: Best 2017 Objectives 

1. FL companies tout Florida’s business climate as best in the nation Include quality communities, 
education and workforce alignment, regulatory predictability, sustaining legacy and emerging 
economies., 

a. Include quality communities, education and workforce alignment, regulatory predictability, 
sustaining legacy and emerging economies, domestic and international trade. 

2. Florida leads return to jobs for its legacy industries and diversification through talent development 
3. FL gets it right - Leads U.S. in quality job creation 
4. Florida leads nation in number of quality STEM Graduates aligned with Private Sector Hiring 
5. Top State for Quality of Life: Personal Income Soars, Environment Thrives, Crime Rate Plummets 

a. Reorder the points: Personal Income, Environment, Safety Improves 
6. Florida on target to meet gap in degree production in STEM fields 
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Andrea Henning: In the next activity, you have a Pillar assignment. Before we get started, Milo will give 
you some definitions around strategy. 
 
Milo Paich: Here is a definition and an example of a strategy: 
 

 
 
Andrea then explained the instructions for Activity 4. 
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Activity 4:  “Brainstorming & Prioritizing Strategies to  
Support the 2017 Visionary Goals & Objectives” 

 

Instructions: 

 Find your assigned team based upon areas of expertise relative to the Six Pillar framework (see the opposite 
side of this page). 

 Talent Supply & Education: Teams 1 – 2 (Forest Lab) 
 Innovation & Economic Development: Teams 3 – 5 (Forest Lab) 
 Infrastructure & Growth Leadership: Teams 6 – 7 (Forest Lab)  
 Business Climate & Competitiveness: Teams 8 – 9 (Water Lab) 
 Civic & Governance Systems: Teams 10 – 11 (Water Lab)  
 Quality of Life & Quality Places: Teams 12 – 13 (Water Lab) 

 
 Begin by referencing the resource document containing a “starter list” of Strategies compiled for your 

Pillar area. 
 Appoint a “keyboarder” who will capture the team’s ideas using our collaborative groupware on the lap top 

computer.  

 Your task as a team is to brainstorm Strategies that will support the 2017 Visionary Goals and Objectives 

prioritized earlier. As you review the “starter list of Strategies” – copy those strategies your team identifies as 

most important from the document and paste them into the brainstorming bucket. Also, add new 
Strategies for consideration (Note: you will see and build on the ideas of other teams in your pillar area in real-

time).  
 

After 40-minutes, we will prompt your team to reach consensus and “drag and drop” your Top Strategies into the 
“Best” Bucket. Note: We will let you know how many total Strategies each team can select, based upon the number 

of teams in each Pillar area. 

 
We will reconvene as a full group and review the Top 10 Strategies for each of the Six Pillar areas. We will launch into a 

polling activity where each participant can weigh in anonymously to elevate the full group’s Top 3 Recommended 
Strategies for each Pillar area. 
 

Key Definitions: 

 Vision: An aspirational description of what we want to achieve in the future.  

 Goal: Broad, primary expectation(s) as a result of the plan. 

 Objective: An observable, realistic, and measurable outcome or result to be achieved within a timeframe (in 
this case, five years). 

 Strategy: A plan or method chosen to bring about a desired future, such as achievement of a goal. 

 Metric: A measure that records a directly observable value. 

 
We will wrap-up a very productive visioning and strategic planning day with a facilitated 
discussion on next steps to align and organize across agencies/regions/pillars going forward. 
Feedback, charge, and thanks will come from Gray Swoope, Secretary of Commerce. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/description.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/achieve.html
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Activity 4:  “Brainstorming & Prioritizing Strategies to Support the 2017 Visionary Goals & 
Objectives” Report Outs: 

 
Milo Paich: During the brainstorming portion part of the activity, did it feel like we 
stretched that out a bit? Yes? It’s because we did. It’s really a good time to review 
everything carefully.  We want to take each of the pillar areas and go through the 
priority picks and have an opportunity in the full group to discuss them and then use the 
voting technology to identify the top five.  Each area will have some strategies that were 
previously developed and some new ones. 
 

Talent Supply & Education – Teams 1 & 2 
 

      
 
 

1. Ensure higher education excellence and alignment 
2. Develop a strong Talent Supply Chain of collaborative partners that begins with Pre K-20 and 

continues with lifelong learning and training to map all aspects of Florida's talent delivery 
system and prioritize projects and reforms while maximizing resources 

3. To increase rigor of standards to improve student achievement in VPK–12 
4. Increase postsecondary enrollment rate 
5. Increase diversity and number and percentage of high school graduates who earn a certificate 

or a degree at a Florida college or career center 
6. Increase diversity and number and percentage of Florida college system or state university 

system students who enroll in and complete upper division program of study 
7. In order to work toward greater economic development and a New Florida, knowledge-based 

economy, and for the state’s careful investment with limited resources, the institutions of the 
State University System need to identify with greater specificity their primary areas of research 
expertise. 

8. Ensure pathways for STEM-enabled target industry cluster linkage to data, resources, and tools 
9. Create opportunities for creative financing leveraging public and private resources (focus on 

post-secondary) 
10. Develop and implement effective accountability and incentives for teachers and administrators 
11. Grow Florida's Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) leadership and skilled 

talent pool 
12. Develop dynamic scorecard with upstream linkage to Florida’s scorecard 
13. Develop an applied based STEM curriculum 
14. To increase rigor of standards to improve student achievement in VPK–12 
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Best Talent Supply & Education Strategies 
1. Solutions, including broadband, that allow talent in rural and distressed urban markets to 

access job-seeker programs and career paths 

2. Increase the number of appropriately certified incoming middle (6‐8) and middle/upper (6‐12) 

grades educators so that all STEM positions for grades 6‐12 are filled by knowledgeable 

educators by the 2013‐2014 school year. 
3. Demand-driven workforce system aligned with needs of today and tomorrow 
4. Examine new public state higher education funding formula with greater emphasis on 

performance, including STEM degree production and commercialization of research. 
5. Grow Florida's Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) leadership and skilled 

talent pool 
6. Develop 12-month educational strategy 
7. Sufficient funding be appropriated to provide high-quality programs and personnel to 

implement the transformational policies described above. 
8. Use real-time data tools to measure the talent and workforce needs of business 
9. Improve student performance 
10. Identify and engage collaborative partners to develop a strong talent supply chain. 
11. Incorporate private business into education through apprenticeship and internship 

opportunities 
 
 
Item #4: Examine new public state higher education funding formula with greater emphasis on 
performance, including STEM degree production and commercialization of research. 
 
Dr. Dale A. Brill: Does the group want a new formula? What does “examine” mean?  
Study it?  
 
The group changed the wording from “examine” to “implement.”  There was additional 
discussion about how to pay a university to deliver courses based on what is needed. 
Universities teaching what they want, rather than what the State says they should teach. 
A new emphasis on academic freedom versus the State funding what they want educational institutions to 
teach. 
 
Comment: Align the resources for greater emphasis on performance including STEM. Do we need a 
formula or align funding toward STEM? 
 

Comment: I was on Team 1. Subsidies and resources don’t necessarily balance towards a 
history degree as they do toward a STEM degree. 
 
Milo Paich: “Align higher education funding resources” and then leave the 
rest of the statement? 
 

The statement was changed to: Item #4: Align higher education funding resources with 
greater emphasis on performance, including STEM degree production and 
commercialization of research. 
 
Comment on Item 6:  
 
Dr. Law: We spend a lot of energy on summer programs. I think there are some missed 
opportunities that allow for more emphasis on summer courses.  
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Comment: Would it make more sense to say “year-round” educational strategy? 
 
Item 7: Sufficient funding be appropriated to provide high-quality programs and personnel to implement 
the transformational policies described above. 
 

            
 
Comment: We are only funding at 80%. 
 
Comment: That means you have to take something from someplace else. I don’t know where you want 
to take it from. 
 
Milo Paich: So we need to look at the sources of funding. 
 
Comment: If you want to accomplish this goal, we have to find the funding. More resources are needed. 
 
Additional comments: There was additional discussion about re-prioritizing and finding sufficient 
funding. In order to get enhanced STEM, in order to attract teachers, we’ll have to find some way to 
incentivize teachers into this profession in these areas. It is a reality we need to address.  This is a 
success factor. The recommendation was read by a member of the audience to put the statement in 
context. 
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Polling Results: Top 3 Strategies for Talent Supply & Education 

1. Solutions, including broadband, that allow talent in rural and distressed urban 
markets to access job-seeker programs and career paths 

2. Align Higher Ed. Funding Resources with greater emphasis on performance, 
including STEM degree production and commercialization of research. 

3. Identify and engage collaborative partners to develop a strong talent supply chain/ 
Incorporate private business into education through apprenticeship and internship 
opportunities 

 
Innovation & Economic Dev. Strategies – Teams 3, 4 & 5 
 

     
 

1. Keep existing incentives (e.g., Rural Job Tax Credit) 
2. Expand R&D base as foundation of innovation economy Accelerate commercialization process and 

support start-up activity Improve access to venture capital-especially seed and early stage capital 
3. Anticipate the emergence of new clusters 
4. Adapt incentives for 21st century economy – flexible, responsive, targeted to industry clusters, 

competitive, fiscally responsible 
5. Attract international distribution centers to reinforce Florida’s location and cost advantage. 
6. Support and develop an entrepreneurial ecosystem such as university technology transfer offices, 

venture labs and incubators, by increasing private investments in innovation companies through 
angel, seed and early-stage venture capital 

7. To increase R&D in FL, double the number of PhDs, scientists and engineers in targeted industry 
disciplines 

a. To increase R&D in FL, double the number of PhDs, scientists and engineers in targeted 
industry disciplines 

8. Incentivize post-secondary targeted certification training in collaboration with emerging and legacy 
industries. 

9. Prioritize FL seaports to ensure global competitiveness 
10. identify, align and prioritize current and emerging targeted industry clusters 
11. Ensure affordability in regard to access to Spaceport facilities - i.e. a small business affordability 

plan 
 
Best Innovation & Economic Dev. Strategies 

1. Position Florida as global trade/logistics/technology hub (marketing, exports, trade policies, 
partnerships, etc.) 

2. Support and develop an entrepreneurial ecosystem such as university technology transfer offices, 
venture labs and incubators, by increasing private investments in innovation companies through 
angel, seed and early-stage venture capital 

3. Implement a business incentive and regulatory policies that are flexible, targeted, competitive, 
fiscally responsible and responsive to changing conditions. 

4. Enhance new business cluster development with increased R&D and commercialization supports to 
include incubator slots and early stage capital 

5. Create a seamless, customer-focused environment for business development support 
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a. Create a seamless, customer-focused environment for business development that is 
responsive to changing market conditions (EFI, DEO, NEC, REDIs, SBDCs) 

6. Market Florida as destination for personal/business travel 
7. Focus/align resources around key industry clusters – foundation, expanding, emerging 
8. Expand access to capital (angel, seed, venture, etc.) 

 

Dr. Dale A. Brill: For Item 3, regulatory issues are generally covered in the Business 
Climate & Competitiveness pillar. We may have duplication there and could move it to 
that pillar.  
 

There was some discussion about whether or not to include it in this pillar or move it to 
the Business Climate & Competitiveness pillar. A concern was that there may be some 

regulatory issues specific to economic development and the group decided to leave it in this pillar. 

 
Polling Results: Top 3 Strategies for Innovation & Economic Development  

1. Support and develop an entrepreneurial ecosystem such as university technology transfer 
offices, venture labs and incubators, by increasing private investments in innovation 
companies through angel, seed and early stage venture capital/ Expand access to capital 
(angel, seed, venture, etc.) 

2. Position Florida as global trade/logistics technology hub (marketing, exports, trade 
policies, partnerships, etc.) 

3. Implement a business incentive and regulatory policies that are flexible, targeted, 
competitive, fiscally responsible and responsive to changing conditions.
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Infrastructure & Growth Leadership Strategies – Teams 6 & 7 
 

      
 

1. Improve the efficiency of Florida's transportation systems for global and domestic commerce. 
2. Enhance connectivity between Florida’s economic regions and between Florida and other states 

and nations for both people and freight 
3. Promote measureable improvement in RACEC infrastructure 
4. undefined 
5. Ensure land use planning includes promotion of economic development 
6. Protect and expand public and private investment in transportation infrastructure systems 
7. Develop and maintain adequate sources of local government financing for seaport projects. 
8. Develop a statewide seaport plan. 
9. Sustainable water supply and quality, including funding/regulatory issues. 
10. Develop a more balanced, diverse, interconnected transportation system that would offer a 

variety of travel choices and alternatives to driving 
11. Sustainable energy supply including funding/regulatory issues and alternative energies. 
12. Focus on infrastructure industries such as water, energy, transportation, health care, and 

telecommunications, which support the success of all other Florida sectors 
 
Best Infrastructure & Growth Leadership Strategies 

1. Increase and maintain adequate funding to improve and expand transportation infrastructure 
and Multimodal systems transportation system (airports, seaport, spaceport) – modernized, 
efficient, reliable, interconnected, safe, secure to accommodate future tourism and global 
connectivity. 

2. Maximize Florida’s position as a strategic hub for international and domestic trade, visitors, and 
investment by developing, enhancing, and funding Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) 
and expand and integrate public transit systems in urban areas. 

3. Create a business-friendly climate through a streamlined and predictable regulatory process 
and ensuring land use planning promotes economic development. 

4. Improve infrastructure connectivity and water supply to established and emerging regional 
employment centers in rural and urban areas. 

5. Develop a comprehensive and integrated statewide water and energy policies 
6. Enhance connectivity between Florida’s economic regions and between Florida and other states 

and nations for both people and freight 
7. Develop and maintain high capacity, long distance rail, water, and truck corridors. 
8. Maximize opportunities to provide broadband solutions in rural Florida 
9. Maximize broadband opportunities and solutions. 
10. Encourage public-private partnerships between the state and the developer. 
11. Prepare a comprehensive, far-reaching, and sustainable land use plans on local, regional, and 

statewide scales. 
12. Improve the efficiency of Florida's transportation systems for global and domestic commerce. 

 
 
There was some discussion about rolling out broadband – specific to rural areas since urban areas already 
have broadband.  There were additional combinations and word adjustments.  
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There was a question raised about the funding for education versus infrastructure. Milo responded that 
each pillar is being addressed separately.  The group discussed funding and decided to create another 
item to specifically address funding. 
 
John Kaliski asked that the group allow staff some latitude to refine language across statements for 
consistency following this meeting.  In response to concerns about setting priorities across the Six Pillars, 
he  recommended that the group look at how the full set of strategies fit together after going through all 
six sets.  In particular, there may need to be a cross cutting discussion regarding investment strategies. 
 

  
  

Polling Results: Top 3 Strategies for Infrastructure & Growth Leadership 

1. Improve the efficiency of Florida’s transportation systems for global and domestic 
commerce/ to improve and expand transportation infrastructure and Multimodal systems 
(rail, truck corridors, airports, seaport, spaceport) – modernized, efficient, reliable, 
interconnected, safe, secure to accommodate future tourism and global connectivity. 

2. Create a business-friendly climate through a streamlined and predictable regulatory 
process and ensuring land use planning promotes economic development. 

3. Develop a comprehensive integrated regional and statewide water policy and energy 
policy. 
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4. Business Climate & Competitiveness Strategies – Teams 8 & 9 
     

1. Create a more predictable state and local regulatory 
environment and encourage timely permitting programs 
through state and local agencies 

a. eg: tort reform 
2. incentives for port utilization 
3. Addressing the cost of state, local, and regional 

infrastructure and transportation systems 
4. Evaluating Florida's competitiveness and utilize market analysis and business intelligence to 

determine the state's assets 
 
Best Business Climate & Competitiveness Strategies 

1. Provide predictable, competitive business costs for Florida’s targeted industries 
2. Develop a tax structure that clearly supports the state’s 

priority towards business development and growth 
3. Regionalize the transportation funding strategies and 

planning objectives to better support economic 
development efforts. 

4. A collaborative, seamless, measurable, customer service 
approach at the state and local regulatory level. 

5. Fair and predictable legal system that discourages unnecessary litigation. 
6. Invest in talent development through innovative next generation K-20 systems and workforce 

training/industry recognized certifications. 
7. Encourage a single point of entry and timely permitting and licensing programs through state 

and local agencies. 
 
Comment: Item 6 is part of the Talent Supply & Education Pillar. The team that moved it into this pillar 
noted that it was in the context of workforce development. 
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Polling Results: Top 4 Strategies for Business Climate & Competitiveness 
1. A collaborative, seamless, measurable, customer service approach at the state and 

local regulatory level./ Encourage a single point of entry and timely permitting and 
licensing programs through state and local agencies. 

2. Create new strategies to reduce barriers to small business/entrepreneurial growth. 
3. Develop a tax structure that clearly supports the state’s priority towards business 

development and growth 
4. Regionalize the transportation funding strategies and planning objectives to better 

support economic development efforts. 
 

Civic & Governance Systems Strategies – Teams 10 & 11 
 

    
 

1. Align and restructure state agencies to support regional and local economies. 
2. Align public, private, civic partners around common language, framework, and geographic 

boundaries. 
 
Best Civic & Governance  Systems Strategies 

1. The state should enable each region to develop a regional vision and an action plan to implement 
that vision. 

2. The state should ensure that all state agencies function in a highly responsive and integrated way 
to foster and monitor regional cooperation and promote and support regional initiatives. 

3. Because regional cooperation must be sustained and improved over time, the state should 
encourage and support, on an ongoing basis, each region’s efforts to make measurable progress 
toward its vision and to continue to improve regional cooperation. 

4. Incent companies creating a certain number of jobs (or over a certain wage rate) with a team of 
permit facilitators to expedite regulatory processes. 

5. Incent collaborative partnerships to develop and implement solutions on long term issues (e.g., 
economic development, workforce, transportation, environmental sustainability, etc.) 

6. Clearly define roles and eliminate duplication of effort and to leverage overlapping expertise 
a. make the "to" an "and" 

7. The governor should exercise leadership and an ongoing commitment to statewide regional 
cooperation. 

8. The state should enable each region to develop and maintain a regional vision and an action plan 
to implement that vision. 

9. Ensure quick resolution of civil claims. 
10. Adopt enabling legislation to provide opportunities for regional revenue generation 

 
 
Comments: Item 6 – which roles?  The team was talking about all levels – state, regional and local. Item 
9 – a clarification was requested.  There is already legislation in place for rural areas to share regional 
projects. There are also broadband projects that share revenue.  If a region came up with an action plan, 
there might be some legislation that deals with revenue generation. Tax revenues?  Taxes/fees.   
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Comments: I thought one of goals was to look for alignment. Are 1, 3 and 7 aligned with a State 
strategy or are they more silo-ed.  The items are based a state strategy).  Are we talking RPC (Regional 
Planning Council) boundaries? Or other boundaries?  We need to work toward greater collaboration, and 
avoid being constrained by any single set of boundaries. 
 

 
Polling Results: Top 6 Strategies for Civic & Governance Systems  

1. The state should ensure that all state agencies function in a highly responsive and 
integrated way to foster and monitor regional cooperation and promote and support 
regional initiatives. 

2. Because regional cooperation must be sustained and improved over time, the state should 
encourage and support, on an ongoing basis, each region’s efforts to make measurable 
progress toward its vision and to continue to improve regional cooperation. 

3. The state should enable each region to develop a regional vision and an action plan to 
implement that vision. 

4. Incent companies creating a certain number of jobs (or over a certain wage rate) with a 
team of permit facilitators to expedite regulatory processes. 

5. Incent collaborative partnerships to develop and implement solutions on long term issues 
(e.g., economic development, workforce, transportation, environmental sustainability, 
etc.) 

6. Clearly define roles and eliminate duplication of effort and to leverage overlapping 
expertise 
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Quality of Life & Quality Places Strategies – Teams 12 & 13 

     
 

1. Promote mixed-use development, with an eye on choosing uses that complement each other 
and lend themselves to walkability 

2. Provide safe and accessible parks and recreation areas and protect open space that will 
encourage physical activity and enhance the quality of life in existing communities 

3. Establishment of cultural districts, combining historic preservation, cultural assets, and funding 
for historic preservation and adaptive re-use. 

4. Support and promote community-based health initiatives. 
5. Link community and economic development to create great job producing cities of the future. 
6. Create an integrated statewide homeless and low-income housing and jobs strategy. 
7. Identify entrepreneurial opportunities through visitor related research, exploring expectations 

and experiences. 
8. Encourage higher density development in urban cores. 
9. Encourage CRA's to include growing primary industries in CRA plans and in small business 

assistance activities. 
10. Use storm water conservation systems as amenities in community development, for example, 

the Peace Creek Watershed Plan in Polk County and the Brooks Development in Lee County. 
11. Identify Florida’s brand and then promote and develop these assets 

 
Best Quality of Life & Quality Places Strategies 

1. Ensure there are a range of housing types in proximity to regional employment centers 
2. Identify Florida’s brand and then promote, develop and leverage Florida’s natural and cultural 

assets in a sustainable manner 
3. Plan and develop intermodal transportation systems (goods, freight and people) to reduce the 

growth rate in vehicle-miles traveled, reduce energy consumption, improve air quality, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and minimize negative impacts on communities and the environment.. 

4. Ensure a quality of life and amenities attractive to the creative class and the rest of us 
5. Promote economic rationale for "healthy communities" 
6. Re-establish and fund Florida's open space programs to be number one in the country (acquisition 

and management). 
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7. Conserve clean water resources for people and the environment for now and the future. 
a. For now and the future. 

8. Plan and develop transportation systems and facilities in a manner which protects and, where 
feasible, restores the function and character of the natural environment and avoids or minimizes 
adverse environmental and community impacts. 

9. Encourage the development of quality executive and workforce housing near industry clusters. 
10. Use public investments to guide redevelopment, and to strengthen opportunities and access to 

transit options. 
The group combined several items. 
 

 
Polling Results: Top 3 Strategies for Quality of Life & Quality Places 

1. Plan and develop intermodal transportation systems (goods, freight and people) to 
reduce the growth rate in vehicle-miles traveled, reduce energy consumption, improve 
air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and minimize negative impacts on 
communities and the environment./Plan and develop transportation systems and 
facilities in a manner which protects and, where feasible, restores the function and 
character of the natural environment and avoids or minimizes adverse environmental 
and community impacts. 

2. Ensure there are a range of housing types in proximity to regional employment 
centers/ Encourage the development of quality executive and workforce housing near 
industry clusters. 

3. Identify Florida’s brand and then promote, develop and leverage Florida’s natural and 
cultural assets in a sustainable manner 
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Andrea Henning: Barbara (Foster), how are we distributing today’s document? 
 
Barbara Foster: We’ll be posting the PowerPoints and the Real-Time Record at floridajobs.org. 
 
The group saw a sample Real-Time Record.   
 
Andrea Henning: Any highlights from the group? How did this work today? 
 
Comment: I was impressed by all the vision statements – they were similar with overarching themes. 
 
Andrea Henning: Was there anything missing? 
 
Comment: Were there any key stakeholders missing? 
 
Comment: I was here partially representing the Florida redevelopment areas. I don’t think that floated to 
the top in any of the pillars. 
 
Comment: There are some folks on the education side that were not represented – the school board, 
superintendents were not represented. This is the first time all have us been able to look at each other 
which is a first step towards collaboration. For that, Gray and the Governor, thank you very much. 
 
Andrea Henning: Let’s transition over to Jonathan. 
 
Jonathan Massie: I was inspired by your visioning statements.  I’ll start at 
the bottom with the welcome sign. Florida is front and center of the globe here. 
Partnerships between business, education and the government. Florida being a 
leader in education. The whole idea around STEM – having buds before you 
have STEM. Being premier in the business climate. We have work, live and play 
and the quality of life. Being a zero-energy city. Having traditional and 
emerging markets – agriculture, aerospace and tourism. 
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Andrea Henning: Thank you from the Collaborative Labs for the opportunity to support you today. I’d 
like to turn this over to Michelle Dennard, FL DEO. 
 
Michelle Dennard: This is just the beginning. This will feed into the next several 
months. We’ll come back to you and seek more input.  There is a form in your folder for 
providing additional input.  There is also a feedback form – did this work for you? Is it an 
efficient use of time? Gray is going to close us out. 
 

Gray Swoope: I want to say how we appreciate your being here. If you see that there was 
somebody not here, let us know. There will be regional meetings around the State. DEO, 
Enterprise Florida and Workforce Florida will be at these meetings. I really want to thank 
the Collaborative Labs team – great job today. Dr. Law – thank you for the use of the 
facility today. Lastly, I want to thank Barbara Foster and Stephanie Gibbons for making this 
happen.  I look forward to working with you as we grow economic development and create 
jobs in this State. 

 
 

Summary of Polling Activities for Top 2017 Goals, Objectives & Strategies 
 

Top 3 Recommended Goals for 2017 
1. Florida is back—voted number one place in the world to visit, live, work, and play!   
2. “Sunshine State Revival”    Florida leads the global innovation economy.  Florida a global success 

story.   
3. Florida:  A paradise for prosperity.  Florida:  the Premier Business Climate.   
 

Top 3 Recommended Objectives for 2017 
1. Florida leads nation with job creation in emerging industries / Florida leads nation in high value job 

creation utilizing Florida’s talent supply chain / Florida leads return to jobs through legacy industries 
and diversification / FL gets it right—Leads US in quality job creation.    

2. Florida’s talent supply chain leads the nation No. 1 in student performance / High school graduation 
rate soars to 95% with 90% earning industry recognized credential.  Florida leads nation in number of 
quality STEM graduates aligned with private sector hiring    

3. Florida latest global hub for international and domestic trade and investment.   
 

Top 3 Recommended Strategies for Talent Supply & Education 
1. Solutions, including broadband, that allow talent in rural and distressed urban markets to access job-

seeker programs and career paths 
2. Align Higher Ed. Funding Resources with greater emphasis on performance, including STEM degree 

production and commercialization of research. 
3. Identify and engage collaborative partners to develop a strong talent supply chain/ Incorporate private 

business into education through apprenticeship and internship opportunities 
 

Top 3 Recommended Strategies for Innovation & Economic Development  
1. Support and develop an entrepreneurial ecosystem such as university technology transfer offices, 

venture labs and incubators, by increasing private investments in innovation companies through angel, 
seed and early stage venture capital/ Expand access to capital (angel, seed, venture, etc.) 

2. Position Florida as global trade/logistics technology hub (marketing, exports, trade policies, 
partnerships, etc.) 

3. Implement a business incentive and regulatory policies that are flexible, targeted, competitive, fiscally 
responsible and responsive to changing conditions. 
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Top 3 Recommended Strategies for Infrastructure & Growth Leadership 

1. Improve the efficiency of Florida’s transportation systems for global and domestic commerce/ to 
improve and expand transportation infrastructure and Multimodal systems (rail, truck corridors, 
airports, seaport, spaceport) – modernized, efficient, reliable, interconnected, safe, secure to 
accommodate future tourism and global connectivity. 

2. Create a business-friendly climate through a streamlined and predictable regulatory process and 
ensuring land use planning promotes economic development. 

3. Develop a comprehensive integrated regional and statewide water policy and energy policy. 
 

Top 4 Recommended Strategies for Business Climate & Competitiveness 
1. A collaborative, seamless, measurable, customer service approach at the state and local regulatory 

level./ Encourage a single point of entry and timely permitting and licensing programs through state 
and local agencies. 

2. Create new strategies to reduce barriers to small business/entrepreneurial growth. 
3. Develop a tax structure that clearly supports the state’s priority towards business development and 

growth 
4. Regionalize the transportation funding strategies and planning objectives to better support economic 

development efforts. 

 
Top 6 Recommended Strategies for Civic & Governance Systems  

1. The state should ensure that all state agencies function in a highly responsive and integrated way to 
foster and monitor regional cooperation and promote and support regional initiatives. 

2. Because regional cooperation must be sustained and improved over time, the state should encourage 
and support, on an ongoing basis, each region’s efforts to make measurable progress toward its vision 
and to continue to improve regional cooperation. 

3. The state should enable each region to develop a regional vision and an action plan to implement that 
vision. 

4. Incent companies creating a certain number of jobs (or over a certain wage rate) with a team of 
permit facilitators to expedite regulatory processes. 

5. Incent collaborative partnerships to develop and implement solutions on long term issues (e.g., 
economic development, workforce, transportation, environmental sustainability, etc.) 

6. Clearly define roles and eliminate duplication of effort and to leverage overlapping expertise 

 
Top 3 Recommended Strategies for Quality of Life & Quality Places 

1. Plan and develop intermodal transportation systems (goods, freight and people) to reduce the growth 
rate in vehicle-miles traveled, reduce energy consumption, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and minimize negative impacts on communities and the environment./Plan and develop 
transportation systems and facilities in a manner which protects and, where feasible, restores the 
function and character of the natural environment and avoids or minimizes adverse environmental and 
community impacts. 

2. Ensure there are a range of housing types in proximity to regional employment centers/ Encourage 
the development of quality executive and workforce housing near industry clusters. 

3. Identify Florida’s brand and then promote, develop and leverage Florida’s natural and cultural assets in 
a sustainable manner. 

 


